openQA Project - action #90767
containers: Fix github test "webui-docker-compose" timeout
2021-04-07 10:21 - ilausuch

Status:

Resolved

Start date:

2021-04-07

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

ilausuch

% Done:

0%

Category:

Concrete Bugs

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Ready

Difficulty:
Description

Problem
The test webui-docker-compose exceeds 30 minutes and is cancelled with the message
"The job running on runner Hosted Agent has exceeded the maximum execution time of 30 minutes."

Acceptance Criteria
AC 1: The test is executed without being cancelled

Resources
Example of crenellation: https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/actions/runs/725105078
Related issues:
Related to openQA Project - action #90995: containers: Reduce the testing tim...

New

2021-04-12

History
#1 - 2021-04-07 11:41 - ilausuch
Here there is a fix PR to this problem
https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/3827
#2 - 2021-04-07 15:29 - okurz
- Category set to Concrete Bugs
- Status changed from New to Feedback
- Assignee set to ilausuch
- Target version set to Ready
#3 - 2021-04-07 15:37 - okurz
The PR itself is ok to fix the exceptional cases when downloading packages for docker-compose takes that long that 30m is exceeded but concerns
had been raised in https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/3827#issuecomment-814865637 and
https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/3827#issuecomment-814968080 and
https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/3827#pullrequestreview-630154659 that 30m is too long as a common runtime for PR checks which can
be adressed in this ticket or a follow-up. After merge I suggest you create a follow-up ticket which we put to "future" for now until we see that the "test
runs too long" bothers us enough that we care to fix it :)
#4 - 2021-04-12 10:17 - ilausuch
I created this new ticket #90995 to cover an investigation to reduce the time of this test.
Could we resolve this one?
#5 - 2021-04-12 11:40 - okurz
Yes, please link progress tickets in the format #<id>, not the plain URL. And please set the other ticket as related.
#6 - 2021-04-13 05:52 - ilausuch
- Related to action #90995: containers: Reduce the testing time for "webui-docker-compose" added
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#7 - 2021-04-13 05:52 - ilausuch
Done
#8 - 2021-04-15 09:10 - ilausuch
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
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